Structured Water FAQ
What are some of the benefits of Structured Water?
Numerous independent studies have conclusively shown that Structured Water has a wide range
of beneficial effects on plants, animals, soils, appliances and people. Benefits include:
• Better tasting water
• Improve hydration and nutrition
• Eliminate chlorine irritation
• Protection from toxins
• Smoother coffees
• Richer wines
• Tastier soups and baked goods
• Increase produce shelf life
• Bountiful gardens and plants
• Eliminate glassware spots
• Save on water heating costs
• Improve appliance efficiency
• Eliminate hard water deposits
• Increase energy levels
• Strengthen immune system
• Enhance health
Does my Water Structuring Unit require maintenance?
No! Our Water Activators are Filter Free, Chemical Free, Salt Free, Maintenance Free and Hassle Free. If
the Water Activator is used for household purposes, after 90 days of placing it into service, it is
recommended that you completely flush, drain and refill your hot water heater. The energized water
produced by the Water Activator will clean out any hard-water deposits in the heater. Flushing and
draining will remove the solubilized minerals, increasing efficiency of the appliance and reducing heating
costs.

How long will my Water Structuring unit last?
Our Water Activation Units are *backed by a one-year, 100% unconditional, money back guarantee if not
fully satisfied with product benefits. All Water Activation Units, parts and labor are backed by a 20-year
replacement warranty when installed into permanent locations and a 5-year replacement warranty for
parts on portable units. Warranty is void if the cartridge is subjected to freezing temperatures or
mishandled.

My water tastes strange after installing a Structuring Unit. What should I do?
Structured Water will clean and flush hard-water deposits from your entire water system and all plumbing.
Allow 90 days for your system to be fully acclimated and for your water to achieve optimum taste, smell
and clarity. After 90 days of placing a Water Structuring Unit into service, it is recommended that you
completely flush, drain and refill your hot water heater. The energized water produced by the Water
Activator will clean out any hard-water deposits in the heater. Flushing and draining will remove the
solubilized minerals, increasing efficiency of the appliance and reducing heating costs.

Will the Water Structuring Unit soften my water?
Hard-water is caused by the presence of dissolved minerals in the water, particularly calcium and
magnesium. Hardwater is beneficial to health and better for drinking than artificially softened water which
strips water of minerals. However, hardwater causes scaling and mineral deposits inside of appliances,
pipes and plumbing and can feel uncomfortable when bathing and showering. These Units are not filters.
Instead they preserve the natural mineral content of your water but transform the water energetically so
that the water feels soft. Structured Water also clears out any hardwater deposits in your plumbing and
appliances and prevents new deposits from forming. It can take up to 90 days for your water to feel soft
as the Structured Water will initially be clearing any hardwater deposits from your plumbing system. After
90 days of placing a Water Structuring Unit into service, it is recommended that you completely flush,
drain and refill your hot water heater. The energized water produced by the Water Activator will clean out
any hardwater deposits in the heater. Flushing and draining will remove the solubilized minerals,
increasing efficiency of the appliance and reducing heating costs.

Does the Water structuring Unit filter chlorine?
No. The Water Structuring Unit does not act as a filter. Instead, it energetically transforms the chlorine in
the tap water rendering it non-toxic and harmless. After structuring, chlorine gas will dissipate from the
water. Our clients usually experience an immediate difference and note that the chlorine smell, taste and
irritation typically associated with tap water disappears. However if you still notice a chlorine smell or
taste, allow your water to sit for a few minutes before consuming to fully allow the chlorine to off-gas from
the water.

I have a lot of iron in my water; can I use an iron filter in conjunction with a Water
Structuring Unit?
Yes. Our Units are compatible with all forms of water filters and water systems and will actually enhance
their performance.
Are there different types of Water Structuring Units for different purposes?
Yes. Greenfield Naturals/Blue Lotus offers a wide assortment of Water Structuring Units for all your
residential, travel, recreation, garden, agriculture, pool, spa and other needs. Please browse our online
store for complete product line information.
Will my water remain structured even if I boil or freeze it?
Yes. Your water will remain structured, regardless of temperature.
Will structuring change the pH of my water?
Yes. Structuring increases the water's pH making your water more alkaline. Alkaline water has a wide
array of health benefits.
Can I structure other liquids besides water?
Yes. The water activator works perfectly for energizing any liquids including juice, milk, whiskey and wine.
How long will water that I have structured and stored remain structured?
Depending on the environment it is stored in, water that has been structured may remain so for months
before it requires re-structuring.

